DESIGN
SPRINT
CAMP
THE CLIMATE CHALLENGE

Join the ultimate online
Bootcamp for responsible
innovators and change agents
REGISTER HERE!
19 NOVEMBER – 15 DECEMBER 2021 6 DAYS OVER 3 WEEKS

At-a-glance

REGISTER HERE!

For the world to adapt fast, business needs extreme innovators. That’s why
we’ve created Sprint Camp – the ultimate online Bootcamp for responsible
innovators and change agents. Join world-class experts in design, innovation
and sustainability on a real-world challenge as together we share techniques,
develop skills and co-create responsible revolutions.

Eight live
modules spread
over 3.5 weeks

Six full day events
with world-class
speakers

Full innovation
cycle coached in
small teams

Latest online
research and
innovation toolkits

Timed to
coincide with
COP26

Achieve your personal best as an innovator, with coaches who teach and do at the highest level.
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Why join?
The brilliant thing about a Bootcamp is not simply
the learning, or the ideas that may help meet a
burning challenge. It is the change it creates in the
people who join.
We come together from around the world. Different disciplines.
Diverse views from a wide range of business sectors. We have a clear
focus – an urgent brief from a real client. We have access to research and to
users. We gather top experts in innovation and sustainability. The magic
arrives through the social technology. It is through doing, through observing
and learning from each other, that we all collectively raise our game and
become faster, better, agents of change.
Come join us on Sprint Camp as we all learn, do and grow.

DAVID KESTER
DIRECTOR
DESIGN THINKERS ACADEMY LONDON
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REGISTER HERE!

REGISTER HERE!

LEARN TO
APPLY DESIGN
THINKING FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
DEVELOP NEW
SOLUTIONS TO A
BRIEF SET WITH THE
CARBON TRUST
MEET LIKE-MINDED
INNOVATORS
FROM AROUND
THE WORLD
IMAGE: DAVID KESTER AT THE
SAP PLASTICS CLOUD LAUNCH,
THE LONDON DESIGN FESTIVAL 2018

REGISTER HERE!

CLIMATE ACTION
ISN’T ONE CHALLENGE.
IT’S A MYRIAD OF
INTERCONNECTED
CHALLENGES.

Achieving net zero means accelerated change in the way
we live. In every country, in every business, in every home.
Climate Action isn’t one challenge. It’s a myriad of
interconnected challenges. Humankind has thrived off carbon
– now in under a decade we need to re-invent our global
operating system. Collectively we need many new skills.
We have to redesign our way of life – our everyday products
and services. We have to find, test, and apply new discoveries.
At speed. That’s why this Sprint Camp is so important.
Yes, we are looking for breakthrough ideas and we have a
focused project challenge to address with you. But above all,
the world needs an army of practical innovators with the skills
and will-power to drive change at the frontline of business.
We look forward to sharing our know-how and learning
together on this Sprint Camp.

EMMA COPHAM
MANAGER, BREAKTHROUGH TEAM
CARBON TRUST
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How Sprint Camp works

JUNE 2021

NOVEMBER 2021

PREP

COP26

June – October

Design agency DK&A with
Carbon Trust prep the
ground: scoping; researching; lining up users and
experts.

1–12 Nov

Carbon Trust feed in
to COP26 and draw out
learning and lessons
for the Sprint Camp
Challenge.

REGISTER HERE!

KICKOFF

IMMERSE

Get to know each other,
get briefed on the challenge
and get familiarised with
the technologies and
game plan.

Receive Discovery kits and
deep dive in to the research:
meeting end-users,
business leaders and
experts.

19 Nov

22 & 25 Nov

FRAME
29 Nov

ACTION
PLAN
Jan 2022

Post-project. With the
Carbon Trust we review
findings and determine
next steps.

JANUARY 2022
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SHOWCASE

PROTOTYPE

CO-CREATE

All the projects receive
their feedback and the
top are ideas are presented to a panel.

Ideas are refined,
tested back with
end-users, shared and
submitted for review.

With the collective
brainpower of a Coaching
Circle you and your team
build early ideas.

15 Dec

6 Dec

2 Dec

DECEMBER 2021

Define your new project
briefs based on your
Discovery work and
refine these with
the Coaches.

The Sprint Camp team

REGISTER HERE!

The Sprint Camp journey is meticulously planned so that the time we spend together
is productive. You are supported throughout by world-class Coaches with expertise in
Design Thinking, research and sustainability. Here are some of the team.

DAVID KESTER
OUR FOUNDER AND
FORMER CEO OF THE
UK DESIGN COUNCIL

ARNE OOSTEROM
INDEPENDENT
CREATIVE FACILITATOR

SUSANA OSORIO
HEAD OF DESIGN
AT DK&A AND SPRINT
CAMP COURSE LEADER

DANIEL BOETTCHER
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSULTANT AND
FORMER BBC
CORRESPONDENT

EMMA COPHAM
MANAGER,
BREAKTHROUGH TEAM
AT CARBON TRUST

GOLDIE CHAUDHURI
DTA LEARNING DESIGNER,
AND FORMER ENGINEER
AT MICROSOFT

ELISA GUARDABASSO
DTA DESIGN
THINKING COACH AND
ORGANISATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGIST

CRAIG TOMKINS
SERVICE DESIGNER
& HEAD OF TRANSPORT,
DK&A

MEL TAYLOR
RESEARCH DIRECTOR
AT DK&A AND EX-HEAD
OF RESEARCH AT THE
UK DESIGN COUNCIL

SIMON GOUGH
SERVICE DESIGNER
AT RED FRONT AND
DTA COACH
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ALEYN SMITH-GILLESPIE
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
AT CARBON TRUST,
STRATEGY & INNOVATION

FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA TO FIND
OUT OTHER COACHES
AND SPEAKERS
COMING SOON.

Who is it for?

REGISTER HERE!

This course is for anyone who wants to accelerate
and deepen their knowledge of Design Thinking.
You will gain practical experience in applying Design Thinking principles and methods
towards solving an urgent challenge for a real client.
Sprint Camp is designed to help change-makers address complexity and deliver practical
innovation based on user needs.
Are you trying to drive change, either from within or from the outside in?
From entrepreneurs to founders, sustainability experts to tech enthusiasts, innovation
leads to brand managers, management consultants to project managers, the Sprint
Camp is open for all to join. It brings together participants from a wide variety of
backgrounds, from corporates, start-ups, government and the third sector in a unique
collaborative opportunity to network and learn from other sectors and industries.
You can be new to Design Thinking, intermediate or even someone who wants to bring
their advanced skills to an important challenge. The Sprint Camp is open to all levels.

YOU’LL LEARN HOW TO:
• Build empathy with your customers
• Identify opportunities to innovate driven by
customer insight
• Ideate collaboratively and effectively to get to
fresh new ideas
• Prioritise and select the best ideas for further
development
• Conduct customer research
• Uncover customer insights from research
• Decrease new concepts’ risk and uncertainty
through targeted prototyping and testing
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• Iterate and refine ideas integrating customer feedback
• Build a business model around your concept
• Apply innovation approaches to address
sustainability challenges
• Rethink and redesign business models around the
needs of users
• Visualise, storytell and communicate ideas
• Support collaboration and team alignment with
new methods and techniques
• Ways and tools to help collaborate with remote
teams to explore innovation challenges

How you’ll learn
STORYTOLD
LEARNING.

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING.

You’ll learn complex concepts through real
life stories from leading experts.

You’ll apply your learnings under direct
guidance from leading coaches.

You’ll hear about this different way of thinking from
leading Design Thinking experts, through their real
life stories that will bring theory to life. Through
masterclasses you’ll hear first-hand about how these
approaches and mindsets were applied successfully
in past projects, as well as tips and best practices.

You’ll work within a small team of 5-6 people
towards solving the challenge under direct
guidance of leading coaches. You’ll have a
dedicated coach for each 2 teams. This high coachto-student ratio ensures that you’ll have a great
learning experience and personalised support
throughout.

You’ll get a summary pack with key theory and
recommended reading, so you can keep learning
post-programme.

COLLABORATIVE
LEARNING.
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REGISTER HERE!

CULTURAL-CHANGING
LEARNING.

You’ll learn to embrace the different
mindsets and attitudes that drive change
and momentum in innovation projects.
Design Thinking, to be applied successfully,
involves a set of key mindsets. Different mindsets
are required at each point of the process.
Throughout the programme you’ll experience and
understand how to embrace and foster these in
your teams to drive innovation at speed.

HIGHLY-APPLICABLE
LEARNING.

You’ll meet like-minded people outside of
your regular network.

You’ll learn collaboration methods and
techniques useful to your work.

You’ll have opportunities to network with other
participants outside from your team and coaching
circle. It is through this diversity of perspectives,
skills, and collaborative efforts that fresh new
thinking emerges to solve “wicked” and systemic
challenges. We highly encourage you to take
advantage of these opportunities to mix, get to
know and learn from other participants. We’ll be
an interesting diverse bunch!

The key Design Thinking methods and techniques
covered in Sprint Camp are widely recognised best
practices to facilitate team alignment, effective
collaboration, documentation and communication
throughout innovation projects.
You'll get a method toolkit with instructions and
templates, so that you can start applying them in
your own context the very next day.

Examples of design thinking methods covered: Qualitative User Research/Personas/User Journey Mapping/Stakeholder Mapping/Opportunity
Statement/Ideation Techniques/Idea Prioritisation/Concept Proposition/Storyboarding/Prototyping/User Testing/Business Model Canvas

What they’re saying
From sole traders to
CEOs, we have delivered
Design Thinking training
to thousands of delegates
from the world’s largest
companies. Here’s
what they say about
our courses:

 olistically the best immersive
H
training course I’ve attended
yet. High calibre facilitators and
speakers, great practical toolkit,
and the case study to apply
them to, meant everyone went
away from the course energised
and overflowing with ideas
to practically implement
Design Thinking. I can’t
recommend enough!
Warren, Director of Business Solutions

The course is facilitated by
masters in Design Thinking.
It promises to open your mind
to ideas that otherwise seem
locked. Everyone should be
a design thinker, everyone
should come to DTA London.

Such a rewarding and
thought-provoking experience.
Great collective ideas –
so many potential and
implementable solutions.

The content, facilitation
and delivery of the
course was world class.

Best investment of 5
days I have ever made.

Absolutely the best course
I’ve ever been on – everything
was superbly organised and
made for a perfect learning
environment.

It is worth every penny and
I loved every second of it.
It is immersive and gives
you hands on experience
whilst you learn.

Tim, Supply Chain Director

David, Business & Experience Designer

Neil, Innovation Strategist

James, Innovation Analyst

John, Digital Manager
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REGISTER HERE!

Mariza, UX/UI Designer

Sprint Camp 2.0
This Sprint Camp is
part of our long-term
commitment organising
sprint projects to deliver
what we call Responsible
Revolutions – innovating
collaboratively to meet
the needs of people and
the planet. Here’s an
update from the Plastics
Challenge that started
in 2018.

REGISTER HERE!

THE CHALLENGE

SAP wanted to showcase their latest
AI and innovation systems while also
demonstrating their role as a purposeled business. The challenge they asked us
to help address was to reduce single-use
plastics in supply chains.

THE APPROACH

We conducted original ethnographic
research and then ran a three-day Design
Sprint involving innovation leaders from
15 multinational companies whose actions
could make a big difference such as Unilever,
Coca-Cola, and many more. From this
Sprint ‘The Plastics Cloud’ was born.

THE IMPACT
“It’s really inspiring. I have never
seen anything like this before
in the workplace.”
	Stephen Jamieson, Director, SAP Leonardo
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The Plastics Cloud was presented at the 2018
London Design Festival and is now integrated
into SAP’s fast developing environmental
sustainability programme. It is helping
scores of SAP customers manage plastic-use
more effectively using the world’s largest
business-to-business network, to create a
global marketplace for suppliers of recycled
plastics and plastic alternatives.

Join us

REGISTER HERE!

Sprint Camp is open to both individuals – who will join a group
of like-minded innovators to form a team – and company teams.
Each team will submit a final concept to the challenge sponsor
and jury panel with a winner to be announced.

Sign-up as an individual

Sign-up as a team

As an individual, you’ll be teamed up
with other participants to form a team,
working together for the duration of
the Sprint Camp.

You can get together with friends or
colleagues and sign-up as a team,
working together for the duration of
the Sprint Camp.

Early bird £2,450*+ VAT only if applicable
Regular £2,750 + VAT only if applicable

Early bird (4–6 people) £13,100*+ VAT only if applicable
Regular (4–6 people) £14,700 + VAT only if applicable

Discounts: Sliding discounts apply to purchases of 2 or more individual tickets.

We also offer an alumni discount of 10%. Talk to us to find out more.
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*Limited number of tickets

Dates for your diary
The Sprint Camp
Programme runs on
6 days over 3 weeks,
with added kick-off and
showcase. Make sure you
can commit to the entire
course, including 2 hours
of self-directed work
between sprint days,
before booking on.

NOVEMBER 2021

Live sessions are
delivered via Zoom &
Mural; Google Drive for
workbooks; Slack for
communication outside
live sessions.

DECEMBER 2021

REGISTER HERE!

DAY SCHEDULE

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

13

14

15

16

17

12
DAY 0
KICK-OFF
19

20

21

23

24

26

27

28

DAY 1
DISCOVER
22
DAY 3
DEFINE
29

MONDAY

18

DAY 2
DISCOVER
25

BREAK – 10:00 AM – 10:15 AM GMT
COACHING CIRCLE: 1.5 HR
Coached work on challenge

WEBINAR: 1 HR
Masterclass with theory & inspiration
or
WEDNESDAY
1

THURSDAY
DAY 4
DEVELOP
2
DAY 6
DELIVER
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

3

4

5

10

11

12

16

17

18

19

25

26

DAY 5
DELIVER
6

7

13

14

8
SHOWCASE
& CLOSE
15

20

21

22

23

24

27

28

29

30

31

How to Join? Follow this link or call our Customer Relationship Coordinator,
Shanna Bent at: +44 (0)7552 730 231 or email info@designthinkersacademy.co.uk
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WEBINAR: 1 HR
Masterclass with theory & inspiration

LUNCH – 12:00 NOON – 1:00 PM GMT

30

TUESDAY

START – 9:00 AM GMT

COACHING CIRCLE: 1 HR
Coached work on challenge

BREAK – 2:00 PM – 2:15 PM GMT
COACHING CIRCLE: 1.5 HR
Coached work on challenge

CLOSE – 4:00 PM GMT

Responsible Revolutions® are the ways we innovate together to meet the needs of
business, people and the planet. It’s how we change the world around us for the better.
REGISTER HERE!

